
Mixed Conditionals

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

If it _________________ glory to some nations, it brings destruction to
others, and humiliation to others still.
1.

(bring)

If I _________________ I wouldn't mind.2. (not/be)

However, as it was, she submitted to it, for she saw that it was shrewd, and
she would have called the wisest physician on earth to her lover's bedside if
she _________________ the power.

3.

(have)

If we _________________ to spiritual culture, the antagonism takes a
spiritual form.
4.

(rise)

If it _________________ there it would have been bad enough.5. (end)

I will speak plainer if you _________________ it.6. (wish)

And if you _________________ to find her your head will be the forfeit.7.
(fail)

I could have sat down on the spot and cried heartily, if I
_________________ the propriety of bottling up one's tears for leisure
moments.

8.

(not/learn)

But I wouldn't be surprised if it _________________.9. (be)

If it _________________ to be conquered, I will conquer it.10. (be)

It was already the high noon of life with him before his genius had truly
shown itself; if he _________________ beyond this period, he would have left
nothing to give him a lasting name.

11.

(not/live)

Indeed, if it _________________ for a widowed sister, who mothered the
new baby, it would not have lived long.
12.

(not/be)

Well, then, if you _________________ to please her, you'll learn a hymn
right off.
13.

(want)

If she _________________ them they would try to reach him.14. (tell)
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Given certain characters in a writer's conception, if they
_________________ real to him, as they ought to be they will act in such or
such a way, according to the law of their nature.

15.

(be)

He's glad to have people here, I think, because he thinks that if they
_________________ how lovely it is, they will want to buy the land.
16.

(see)

If cheap sugar _________________ the planters, it benefits the English
workman.
17.

(ruin)

If we _________________ from this aspect of music in America to our
concert-halls, the prospect is much brighter.
18.

(turn)

If he _________________ more of the world he would have known that
the world is to be taken less to heart.
19.

(know)

If he _________________ these for week-days, he likes a shiny pair for
Sundays.
20.

(retain)
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